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Abstract : This article gives information about different ways and methods of teaching 

English language to young pupils at school. The importance of using various games, multiple 

songs and cartoons for a child. The difficulties of teaching young generation that young 

teachers always come across. It informs about some strategies of improving four skills: 

reading, writing, speaking and listening. 
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Being a teacher is not an easy task. Most young teachers who enter to work always come 

across with tons of difficulties. I will give some datum about the effective methods of teaching 

foreign languages to primary level pupils. 

1.Utilize as many songs as possible 

All English language learners, regardless of nationality, are at least somewhat familiar 

with one traditional jingle. Yes, we use the ABCs to help us remember which letter comes 

after Q. English speakers can easily find a comfortable reference point for all their 

alphabetical needs in this song, even though the middle portion demands a little more mental 

effort. A great way to teach vocabulary, grammar, and conversations to young learners of 

English is to turn them into appealing songs. Consider checking YouTube to see if there is 

already a suitable song available if you are studying common material. Alternatively, you can 

unleash your inner Beethoven and use the melody of another simple song, like “Twinkle 

Twinkle Little Star”, to create a masterpiece. 

2. Make multiple diagrams and pictures for visual learners 

Knees, toes, shoulders, and head. These are far simpler to identify on a happy stick 

figure than they are to list in a vocabulary book. Additionally, visual aids offer a double 

benefit. As they color or even embellish photos, students can have fun and discover how the 

new words they are learning are represented. Adults frequently utilize visual aids like 

underlining, circling, and highlight text to help them remember brief information. The same 

basic approach applies when creating visual diagrams so that young children can begin to see 

what English looks like. Plus, with bright colors and drawings, learning aids are easier for 

children to find amid their cluttered paper files.  

3. Support mnemonic devices and to remember grammatical rules 

Please pardon me. “PEMDAS” or "My Dear Aunt Sally," is a well-known mnemonic 

technique for remembering the math operation sequence. Memory aides help youngsters 

learn English by helping them retain difficult vocabulary or intricate grammatical concepts. 

Better memory is the ultimate goal, regardless of whether it means developing a mnemonic 

device in the pupils' original tongues or dissecting it into simpler English phrases! 
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"-i before -e, except after c" is a helpful mnemonic for English language learners of all 

levels. As soon as your pupils can recite that line on cue, you may anticipate those annoying 

i/e spelling errors to disappear! 

4. Encourage spontaneous dialogue  

How was your weekend spent? You may get your pupils thinking about what they'll say 

even before class begins by starting the lesson with an expected inquiry. Students are also 

exposed to common terminology through natural discussion that is pertinent to their interests 

and daily lives. As pupils actively concentrate on differentiating between I and me, you may 

also interject some casual chats with them if you're working with a class as opposed to just one 

person. Inquire about their lunch plans, the outcome of their most recent soccer match, or 

anything else that makes them happy to talk! 

5. Use learned vocabulary in role plays 

Imagine English theater class with a twist. For any senior student, taking on the role of a 

police officer or senior neighbor on the spot can be daunting. Students won't be as anxious 

about making mistakes, though, if you have some fun with it and set a more laid-back 

expectation for them to play parts. After all, the goal of teaching English to kids should be to 

provide them with a strong foundation and increased speaking confidence. Later on, you can 

polish the ideal subject-verb-agreement and conjugations! Get some ridiculous wigs, hats, and 

sunglasses to let students feel more like actors than merely presenters of a dialogue. You 

might be surprised to learn how imaginative the young Shakespeares can be after they fully 

embrace their persona. 

6. Repeat the previous lessons in all lessons 

Considering that the typical lesson lasts no more than an hour, students lose a significant 

amount of time throughout the day to forget everything they've learned. Kids want to hold as 

much information as adults, so emphasis is key in English for youthful students. Rather than 

calling case shut at the determination of an example and continuing on after a test, be for 

certain to load every illustration with lots of overt repetitiveness from examples some time as 

of late. This also has an effect students to utilize vocabulary and etymological use concentrates 

generally together, rather than rely upon a similar delineation sentences and configurations 

they learn bound in every example. 

7. Go out of classroom 

Everyday go out of classroom with your pupils. Bring them to museums, parks and 

historical places. Try to keep their mood. Provide them with happy moments of life[1]. 

Games are awesome for learning at whatever stage in life, yet they are especially 

significant for youthful students. Games have been shown to be necessary for healthy 

development throughout childhood and beyond. Play allows youngsters to rehearse what they 

know, and furthermore what they don't. It permits them to try through experimentation, track 

down answers for issues, figure out the best techniques, and fabricate new certainty and 

abilities. Play's importance can be easy to overlook in our busy lives. We frequently think play 

is certainly not a decent utilization of time and kids ought to do some 'legitimate' advancing all 

things being equal. In any case, specialists and teachers accept that we ought to consider play 

to be serious learning. Through play, youngsters foster reasoning abilities and capacities that 

assist them with prevailing in their future, remembering for language learning. Games are 
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amazing learning tools because they combine fun and challenge. There are numerous kinds 

of games, some of which are better for learning than others. The term "chocolate-covered 

broccoli" refers to a game that appears to be fun on the surface but is actually not rewarding to 

play. Children can as a rule see these sorts of games straight away! As one kid said, "I like 

games, however not the exhausting ones. "A decent instructive game should be 'bona fide'. At 

Cambridge English, we gab about validness when we plan our test assignments. A task should 

be closely related to what students need to do and solve in real-world situations. Similar to 

that, game tasks need to have a purpose. We want to make a significant entire encounter, as 

the proof shows that learning in this manner is the most essential, charming and successful[2].  

A recent report at the College of Southern California's Mind and Imagination 

Organization found that melodic encounters in youth can really speed up mental health, 

especially in the space of language securing and understanding abilities. The National 

Association of Music Merchants (NAMM Foundation) claims that learning to play an 

instrument can help students learn math concepts and even raise their SAT scores. However, 

music education and exposure provide more benefits than just academic success. Music 

touches off all areas of youngster improvement and abilities for school preparation, including 

scholarly, social-close to home, engine, language, and generally speaking proficiency. It assists 

the body and the brain with cooperating. Presenting youngsters to music during early 

improvement assists them with learning the sounds and implications of words. Moving to 

music assists youngsters with building coordinated movements while permitting them to 

rehearse self-articulation. For youngsters and grown-ups, music reinforces memory abilities. 

Young Kids and Music: Young kids start communicating their preferences of various 

kinds of music. They might communicate an interest in music schooling, like music 

illustrations for youngsters. There is no drawback to uniting youngsters and music through fun 

exercises. We can partake in the advantages of music from the second we're conceived. Music 

has the potential to enliven and enrich the lives of children and those who care for them, 

providing everything from the simple pleasure of listening to calming sounds and rhythmic 

harmonies to the development of new language and social skills[3]. 

There are many benefits of using pictures to enhance your communication abilities in 

the classroom, but one of the most important benefits of classroom pictures is that they help 

to promote topic learning. When students are learning a particular subject at school, visuals 

for learning help to link the dots and get them more involved with the topic[4]. 

To take all into consideration, if teachers use many songs, games, pictures during the 

lesson to primary level pupils, it will be so effective that they rarely face with challenges and 

difficulties.  
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